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Skill Level: All Levels Description: Join me for four full days of stitching inspired by my book Forest for
the Trees. Choose your favorite block from the book and we will begin with layering techniques,

using simple stitches and fabrics for creating a textured background. Embellish your piece layering
with hand dyed wool, silk velvet, silk, linen and cotton fabrics. Challenge yourself by experimenting

with a variety of speciality threads, exploring stitches and stitch combinations that will add incredible
depth and texture to your work. Hand Work Kit Contents: None Click Here to Download Your Supply
List Enjoy this inspiring class, full of inspiration and creativity. Forest for the Trees is an exquisite

tapestry. Learn to weave in the techniques of English Paper Piecing and to knit a decorative applique
using this book. The book is a beautifully illustrated guide to crafting techniques, stitch patterns and
dozens of beautiful projects. Join me as we design and create amazing needlework with this book. Kit

Contents: The Janome MC17000 which has a built-in embroidery machine which covers topics
necessary to operate the machine. Click Here to Download Your Supply List Skill Level: Intermediate
Description: Join me for four full days of stitching inspired by my book Forest for the Trees. Choose
your favorite block from the book and we will begin with layering techniques, using simple stitches
and fabrics for creating a textured background. Embellish your piece layering with hand dyed wool,

silk velvet, silk, linen and cotton fabrics. Challenge yourself by experimenting with a variety of
speciality threads, exploring stitches and stitch combinations that will add incredible depth and

texture to your work. Hand Work Kit Contents: None Click Here to Download Your Supply List
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Skill Level: Intermediate/Advanced Description: Learn to trace and use the grid method for regular
fabric cutting. Accurately cut two blocks for the four corner squares of the Night Garden Quilt from

12" strips. Add the Night Garden blocks to the rest of the backing triangles to make the Night Garden
quilt top. Add the batting and backing for the project and machine quilt the top. Quilt the quilt by

hand and quilt with the machine as desired. See how the pricking, quilting, and binding will be sewn.
Through several hands on-examples, learn the details of measuring and cutting triangles and precut

and cut squares. Hand Work: grommets for string-weight quilt backing, whipping, and tying the
binding. Kit Contents: 12 x 12" strips of white washed fabric set and cut into 9.5"-13" squares. (This
class is suitable for both beginners and experienced sewers.) Click Here to Download Your Supply

List Create a Quilt with Bias Are you looking for a quilt that has a slight vintage feel? If you’ve added
a small amount of bias to your quilting, this class could be the one for you. Lori has created a fun

and flirty quilt with a hint of vintage bias in the most practical way possible! You don’t need to invest
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in expensive equipment to get this quilt! In this class, we will show you how to create bias strips for
adding to your quilt. This class will also include fabric and batting choices. You will learn to create a
line of bias using a straight edge ruler. With this technique you can quickly create line quilts. If you
have done the popular Quilters Bugle or Star Diagrams we’ll use those techniques in this class. The
quilt will be finished at the end of class. Instructor: Lori Rabatin Skill Level: All Levels Description:
This class is for beginners and experts. You will learn to create a line of bias using a straight edge
ruler. With this technique you can quickly create line quilts. If you have done the popular Quilters

Bugle or Star Diagrams we’ll use those techniques in this class. The quilt will be finished at the end
of class. Click Here to Download Your Supply List PS: This class will be taught at the Tin Street Block
Party Somewhere. No one will be just stand in the background...and neither will you. Clayee would

love to take a copy of this class 5ec8ef588b
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